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1, U. S. Operations

Little America Station
On January 12, the Pvt. Joseph Merrell was 35% offloaded; while the
Greenville Victory and Nes_pelen have proceeded to NAP McMurdo. Upon
completion of this offloading, the only remaining cargo for Little America
and Byrd Stations will be a few items aboard the USS Curtiss which is
presently on its way into the Ross Sea area. Standing by is the USS Atka.
Loading of the second supply cargo swing for Byrd Station is being
readied. This swing will include 7 tractors, wanigans, an additional barracks
for Byrd Station and ICY cargo. VX-6 aircraft have been conducting an air
supply of Byrd Station in which 15 tons of food will be delivered to the
station and in which fuel will be dropped along the traverse route for the
second tractor swing. The following ICY personnel who are assigned to Little
America have arrived: Bengaard (Ion.), Krank (Met.), Lieske (Met.), Moreland
(Met.), Taylor (Met.), Rubin (Met.), Twombley (Admin.). The following ICY
personnel are in transit to Byrd Station and are at Little America: Anderson
(Glac.), Bentley (Seis.), Giovinetto (Clac.), Johns (Met.), Morency (Cr.),
Morris (Net.), Ostenso (Seis.).
byrd Station
With construction of the station well under way, 13 construction personnel
were evacuated to LAS on January 11. ICY personnel at the station include
E. E. Coodale (Admin.) and Richard Barden (Ion.).

NAF McMurdo
On January 10 the offloading of the Towle was complete except for
10,000 gallons of fuel. On January 12 the Arneb and Northwind returned from
Cape Hallett for inspection of the ice damage sustained on January 4. In view
of the damage report, the Arneb has been declared fit and will proceed to the
Knox Coast. The damage to the Northwind's propellors was sufficient to reduce
her efficiency and the Glacier will accompany the Arneb and the Greenville
Victory to the Knox Coast, with the Northwind remaining at McMurdo.
On January 11 Sir Edmund Hillary visited NAF McMurdo to discuss problems
relating to the establishment of the New Zealand IGY Scott Station (See New
Zealand).
On January 15 it was reported that a weasel had gone through the ice,
while on an assignment to pick up pumping equipment aboard one of the frozen
in YOG's. One man was killed in the vehicle which plunged into 30 feet of
water. Five others escaped with minor injury.
Pole Station (Amundsen .-Scott Station)
While construction of the station continues, the final effort awaits the
return of the Air Force Globemasters from New Zealand. Runway conditions due
to high temperatures at McMurdo, at times as high as forty degrees F., have
prevented its use by wheeled aircraft.
Adare Station
Construction continues at Cape Hallett after completion of offloading
and departure of the Northwind and Arneb on January 9. It will be necessary
for the Arneb to make one more excursion into Cape Hallett to deliver lastminute items and mail and take off the construction crew. ICY personnel at
the station include Dr. James Shear (SSL) and J. G. Humphries (Ion.),
C. E. Ingham (AA), and M. W. Langevad (Cm), the last three from New Zealand.
In 7 days 2660 tons of cargo had been offloaded in an amphibious operation.
Weddell Station (Ellsworth Station)
After being caught for 11 days in pack ice off the entrance of Gould Bay,
the Weddell Task Group, consisting of the icebreaker Staten Island and the
cargo ship jyandot, broke loose on January 11 into a five-mile wide lead
which paralleled the Filchner Ice Shelf. Good progress put the Task Group
at the following position on January 14: 750 50' S, 530
00' E. This is
approximately 160 nautical miles East of the proposed destination of Cape
Adams. The position is also approximately 200 nautical miles West of the
Argentine ICY General San Martin Station, and approximately 400 nautical miles
from the British ICY Halley Bay Station. During the eleven-day period in the
pack ice, the Kyandot sustained damage to several areas of her hull and to her
propellors. Although there has been some flooding, there is no damage to cargo
as the ruptured areas contain drummed fuel and drummed aviation gas. The
Staten Island has also sustained damage to her propellors.

3Other U. S. Operations
The USS Curtiss, with 22 IC? scientists aboard, arrived at Port
Lyttleton. Thirteen additional ICY scientific personnel boarded the Curtiss,
including Lt. T. G. Alvarez from Argentina, V. I. Rastorguev from the U. S. S. R.
They will join the Weather Central personnel at the Little America Station as
meteorological observers during the 1957 winter season.
On January 12, Admiral Byrd announced that he would be unable to make
his projected visit to the Antarctic.
Gordon D. Cartwright, US'-IGY representative and meteorological observer,
has arrived at the U. S. S. R. Mirny Station.
II. Status Antarctic Operations of Other Countries

It has been reported that the Japanese Antarctic Expedition has arrived
in sight of the Antarctic continent. Helicopter reconnaissance of the coast
line is being conducted and the Soya and the Umitaka Maru are proceeding
westward along the coast in search of a landing sight.
New Zealand
On January 10 the New Zealand ICY expedition announced that the site
of the New Zealand Scott Station had been moved from Butter Point to Pram
Point on Ross Island. This location is within two miles of the U. S. Naval
Air Facility at Hut Point. The change in location is due to the extreme
difficulty in transporting cargo from McMurdo Sound into Butter Point.
After a ground reconnaissance in which heavily disturbed ice and open leads
hampered the reconnaissance party, it was decided to change the station
location. The coordinates of Pram Point are 770 50' S, 166 0 44' E.
In the meantime a reconnaissance party which had been left at Butter
Point by the Endeavor has been preparing to explore the approach route to
the plateau via the Ferrar Glacier. Operations have been awaiting the
arrival of the USS Curtiss, on which is a new wing for the Auster Aircraft
damaged on loading in New Zealand. Preliminary air reconnaissance shows
that the Ferrar Glacier may prove to be good access to the plateau and, as
soon as the three dog teams of 9 dogs each are hardened up, and supplies
readied, the party will set off.
France
It has been reported that the French traverse party has arrived at the
proposed site of the Charcot Station and that construction cotrenced at the
beginning of January.
USSR
It has recently been reported that the icebreaker Lena and the motor
vessel Kooperatsia have arrived at the U. S. S. R, Mirny Station.

